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White House Communications with the DOJ and FBI
The promise that every American will be treated equally under the law and that none is
above the law is a bedrock principle of American democracy. The freedom from political
influence — real or perceived — on law enforcement underpins all of our other freedoms. By
contrast, political influence or interference in law enforcement has been a clear hallmark
distinguishing authoritarian regimes from true democracies around the globe.1
For decades, to prevent even the appearance of political meddling in federal law
enforcement, Republican and Democratic administrations alike have had written policies
governing White House contacts with agencies and offices within the executive branch that have
investigatory and enforcement responsibilities. To ensure the impartial application of the laws,
these policies have extended to White House contacts with any executive branch agency or office
regarding investigations, enforcement actions, regulatory decisions, grants and contracts
involving specific parties.
To date, the Trump Administration has not articulated publicly a White House policy on
agency contacts. Further, multiple reported contacts between senior political staff at the White
House and enforcement officers at the Department of Justice (DOJ) appear to have violated forty
years of accepted, bipartisan policy. In light of the questions that its actions have raised, and in
order to demonstrate its commitment to upholding the rule of law, the Trump White House must
release and abide by an agency contacts policy that is consistent with accepted, bipartisan norms.
Background on Trump White House Contacts with DOJ
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In recent weeks, a number of reports have raised questions regarding whether the White
House has in place and is abiding by an agency contacts policy like ones that have governed
White House agency contacts for the past forty years in both Democratic and Republican
administrations. This past weekend, The New York Times reported that White House Counsel
Donald McGahn “was working to secure access to what Mr. McGahn believed to be an order
issued by the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Court authorizing some form of surveillance
related to Mr. Trump and his associates.”2 (The White House later attempted to walk back
claims of such an effort). Last month, multiple publications reported that the White House asked
the FBI to refute reports that Trump campaign advisors had contacts with Russia during the
presidential campaign.3 A week prior to that, the New York Daily News reported that White
House senior Adviser Stephen Miller, who is not a lawyer, called the home of Robert Capers, the
U.S. Attorney for the Eastern District of New York, to dictate how he should defend the
Administration’s travel ban.4
The Longstanding Bipartisan Policy Limiting White House Contacts with DOJ
There is a long-standing and bipartisan belief that the laws of the United States should be
administered and enforced in an impartial manner and, accordingly, that there should not be an
appearance that politics plays any part in the Department of Justice’s investigative and
enforcement operations.5 This is because the effectiveness of the Department of Justice rests on
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the public’s confidence — and the reality — that DOJ is above ideology and partisanship in its
enforcement of the law.6
The need for the Department of Justice to be insulated from the reality and the
appearance of politics is reinforced in federal law. The Hatch Act places restrictions on the
political participation of government employees in certain agencies where it is particularly
important that there is no appearance of politicization, like the military and intelligence
agencies.7 These restrictions apply to career and political appointees in the Department of
Justice and FBI.
Stemming from this basic principle that the investigative and prosecutorial powers of the
DOJ should be free of partisan influence, it has been consistent policy for forty years to limit
communications between the White House and the DOJ, including the FBI.8
First, it has been consistent policy that communications between the White House and
DOJ about any ongoing case, investigation, or adjudicative matter should take place only when
necessary for the discharge of the President’s constitutional duties and appropriate from a law
enforcement perspective.9 For example, the White House Counsel might discuss a pending
Supreme Court case with the Solicitor General, request a formal legal opinion from the Office of
Legal Counsel, or discuss clemency matters with the Pardon Attorney. Similarly, on national
security matters, it is expected that the FBI will be in regular contact with the National Security
Advisor and his staff on matters of national security, which could include information about
ongoing investigations.
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It is also entirely appropriate for the White House to coordinate with the DOJ on issues of
policy, such as criminal justice reform or enforcement priorities. Where the DOJ is concerned,
policy decisions can have implications for pending litigation or investigations. For example, the
DOJ’s enforcement policy on medical marijuana in states in which it is legalized is a policy
question of broad application on which some coordination is appropriate, even though it could
have implications for pending matters.
It would be wholly inappropriate, however, for the White House to try to direct the use of
law enforcement to investigate or prosecute an individual matter, or to drop an investigation.10
Such political influence would raise due process and equal treatment concerns and could be seen
as in conflict with the law that “the conduct of litigation in which the United States is a party is
reserved to officers of the Department of Justice, under the direction of the Attorney General.”11
Indeed, White House lawyers have long recognized that even sharing information on the
status of an investigation or case can be inappropriate. A White House inquiry about a case can
inherently communicate the White House’s political desires and pressure the DOJ to act in a
certain manner. Moreover, in many cases such information sharing is neither necessary for the
President to perform his constitutional duties nor appropriate from a law enforcement
perspective.12 For example, it would be inappropriate from a law enforcement perspective for
the DOJ to share information with the White House where the ongoing investigation or
prosecution involves the President or Administration officials.13
Second, in addition to the substantive rules, both the White House and DOJ have
instituted prophylactic restrictions on who from the White House can contact whom at the DOJ,
in order to ensure that communications in this sensitive area are appropriate. Under longstanding policy, communications from the White House to the DOJ (including the FBI) about an
ongoing case, investigation, or adjudicative matter may be made only by the President, Vice
President, White House Counsel or the Principal Deputy White House Counsel (or a designee
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once a conversation is initiated at senior levels).14 Communications also may only be directed,
as an initial matter, to the senior leadership of the DOJ (i.e., the Attorney General, Deputy
Attorney General, or Associate Attorney General’s offices) or the offices where such
communications are necessary and routine (e.g., the Office of Legal Counsel or Pardon
Attorney).15
By channeling all communications through a small number of high-level officials, and
especially through the White House Counsel’s Office, this policy has helped ensure that the
officials most familiar with this policy and the reasons underlying it are the only ones to engage
in these communications in order to ensure proper compliance. Lawyer-to-lawyer
communications also help avoid the appearance of politicization or the perception of pressure by
law enforcement officials on the receiving end of such communications. Even if political
officials disclaim any intent to apply pressure to act one way or the other, such pressure can
come across as implicit.
These prohibitions apply only to communications that can potentially be viewed as
influencing a case or investigation. Therefore, the DOJ policy explains that it does not “prevent
officials in the communications, public affairs, or press offices of the White House and the
Department of Justice from communicating with each other to coordinate efforts.”16 This is
limited, however, to pure press coordination. Moreover, the Obama Administration’s White
House contacts policy permitted communications for the purposes of “public affairs,” but
explained that this was only true where it did “not relate to a particular contemplated or pending
investigation or case.”17
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Agency Contacts Policies Have Traditionally Applied to All Agencies
While this memorandum focuses on White House contacts with the Department of
Justice, concerns about the impartiality of government action extend beyond just the DOJ. There
are equally important impartiality considerations with investigations, enforcement actions and
adjudications undertaken by other agencies (e.g., an Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) or
Department of Labor (DOL) enforcement action) as well as other agency decisions that could
impact individual parties, like licensing decisions.
To ensure the impartiality of actions by agencies across the Executive Branch, the White
House policy on agency contacts in the Obama Administration therefore provided:
White House staff should not contact agencies or departments about the merits of a
specific adjudication (including a licensing, permitting or approval proceeding or similar
regulatory action), benefit determination, investigation, litigation or enforcement matter
involving specific parties. Depending upon the agency involved and the nature of the
proceeding, such contacts may be prohibited by law, implicate due process concerns,
trigger disclosure requirements, or create an appearance of inappropriate influence — all
of which could prompt litigation or investigations, or generally undermine public
confidence in the integrity of government decision-making.18
There are also legal and appearance reasons that the White House should avoid
interfering with grant making, procurement, or other funding decisions. The Obama
Administration therefore similarly advised that White House staff should not contact an agency
or department about the merits of a particular grant or other funding decision involving specific
parties.19
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As with communications with the DOJ, these prophylactic restrictions are aimed at
impeding the exercise of unaccountable influence targeted at specific transactions that may have
personal or political interest to the President or White House (e.g., specific legal disputes,
specific investigations, specific matters and cases). These rules are not intended to impede
policy coordination between White House and executive agencies, which is to be encouraged not
discouraged.
Assessment of Recent Trump White House Contacts With DOJ
The recent reported communications by senior Trump White House officials, if true,
would appear to violate both the White House and DOJ contacts policies. Under longestablished policies, neither the White House Chief of Staff nor a Senior Advisor would be
authorized to communicate with the DOJ or FBI about a specific matter without involvement by
the White House Counsel.
A call from one of those individuals directly to a U.S. Attorney or the FBI about a
particular matter would be especially problematic. Under DOJ policy, the U.S. Attorneys are
vested with independence and authority, within their districts, to prosecute or defend all crimes
and civil actions.20 U.S. Attorneys are expected to have independence from the White House to
choose which cases to prosecute and how to argue cases.21 Investigative agencies like the FBI
are similarly independent. DOJ policy has therefore long sought to insulate the U.S. Attorneys
and the FBI from direct political intervention by the White House.22
Nor would the “public affairs” exception apply to communications from the Chief of
Staff to the leadership of the FBI. The DOJ policy — which, as far as we know, is still in effect
despite the change in administrations — makes clear that the public affairs exception is only
applicable to communications between press professionals.23 Because the limited press-relations
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nature of such a call might not be clear, calls between senior officials who also have the authority
to influence an investigation do not fall within that carve-out.
As a substantive matter, it is clearly inappropriate for the White House and FBI to be
discussing the FBI’s ongoing investigation of Trump campaign advisers. The FBI should never
have been discussing the details of an ongoing investigation that directly impacts the White
House with the White House. Even assuming that the FBI was reporting information that was
appropriate to share, which is doubtful, the White House should have only been in listening
mode so as not to be perceived as directing the FBI’s conduct in an investigation relating to the
White House. The fact that the FBI official reportedly spoke first does not relieve the Chief of
Staff of his obligations to ensure that the White House is not inquiring into actual or potential
investigations at the FBI, or suggesting the FBI take action on a matter that directly impacts the
White House.
In addition, were the White House Counsel to seek to obtain a FISA court order or
documents related to such an order in a particular investigation, especially one he believes might
involve the President, his associates, or his campaign, it would raise similar concerns that the
White House was seeking to influence the conduct or outcome of the matter.
Equally, if not more, important to evaluating actions taken so far, is the recognition that
the culture throughout a White House and across an entire Administration can be set early on
through actions like this at senior levels. Well beyond the DOJ, federal agencies have broad
enforcement powers that can be used (or abused) against private citizens and private businesses,
or to reward political allies at taxpayer expense. Temptations to infringe on these lines can
emerge even in the most well-intentioned administrations. Clear rules and vigilant examples set
from the top are absolutely essential to preventing a culture where these lines are crossed with
impunity.
The Trump Administration Must Take Measures to Protect Impartial Law Enforcement
The policies limiting contacts between the White House and DOJ were implemented in
the wake of the Watergate scandal. At the time, Attorney General Griffin Bell issued a clarion
call about the important need both for the Department of Justice to be independent and that the
public perceive it to be independent. His remarks remain true today, that “the Department [of
Justice] must be recognized by all citizens as a neutral zone, in which neither favor nor pressure
nor politics is permitted to influence the administration of the law.”24
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The early weeks of the Trump Administration raise serious questions about whether its
officials recognize these important principles.
United to Protect Democracy therefore calls on the Trump White House to issue publicly
a policy on White House contacts with federal agencies that makes clear that it will abide by the
long-standing policies limiting contacts with law enforcement agencies. As has been the case
with prior administrations, this policy should also limit contacts about particular matters
involving specific parties between White House officials and officials at other executive branch
agencies with investigatory, regulatory, enforcement, grant-making, or contract-making power to
ensure those functions are carried out independently and free of the reality or appearance of
political interference.
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